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ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 pandemic has sparked unprecedented mobilization of scientists, already generating
thousands of new papers that join a litany of previous biomedical work in related areas. This deluge
of information makes it hard for researchers to keep track of their own field, let alone explore new
directions. Standard search engines are designed primarily for targeted search and are not geared
for discovery or making connections that are not obvious from reading individual papers.
In this paper, we present our ongoing work on SciSight, a novel framework for exploratory
search of COVID-19 research. Based on formative interviewswith scientists and a review of existing
tools, we build and integrate two key capabilities: first, exploring interactions between biomedical
facets (e.g., proteins, genes, drugs, diseases, patient characteristics); and second, discovering groups
of researchers and how they are connected. We extract entities using a language model pre-trained
on several biomedical information extraction tasks, and enrich them with data from the Microsoft
Academic Graph (MAG). To find research groups automatically, we use hierarchical clustering with
overlap to allow authors, as they do, to belong to multiple groups. Finally, we introduce a novel
presentation of these groups based on both topical and social affinities, allowing users to drill down
from groups to papers to associations between entities, and update query suggestions on the fly
with the goal of facilitating exploratory navigation.
SciSight1 has thus far served over 10K users with over 30K page views and 13% returning users.
Preliminary user interviews with biomedical researchers suggest that SciSight complements current
approaches and helps find new and relevant knowledge.
1 INTRODUCTION
Scientists worldwide are joining forces in an unprecedented concerted effort to understand and
treat COVID-19 [2]. Racing against the exponentially growing number of infections, researchers are
beginning to make advances: Creating proteins tailor-made to help stop the virus [26], identifying
viral genome sequences [19], using artificial intelligence to help pick drug candidates [48], and
many more efforts.
However, researchers in biology and medicine have long been wrestling with a very different
kind of exponential growth – the flurry of research papers published every year, at a rate that
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continues to rapidly increase [64]. Thousands of papers just in the last few months have been
pouring into the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) [59]. At the time of this writing,
this includes more than 60,000 scientific publications of potential relevance, both historical and
cutting-edge, to coronaviruses and other closely related areas in virology, epidemiology, and biology
[15, 46, 64]. This growing network of papers contains valuable knowledge for connecting the dots.
The goal of this project is to help connect those dots.
The challenge and importance of keeping pace with the growing literature is not unique to the
biomedical sciences; it is a growing challenge across all domains of research [34], but it is especially
critical in times when new information is both rapidly emerging and urgently needed in short time
scales [2, 40].
The predominant way scientists search and consume the literature is through lists of articles
in academic search engines [4]. While search engines are a powerful tool for quickly finding
documents relevant to a query, they are mostly geared toward targeted search, when the researcher
knows what they are looking for. They are less useful for exploration and discovery – finding out
the unknown unknowns and making connections that are not obvious from reading individual
documents [3, 29, 63]. A recent review of scholarly visualization tools [4] finds that such tools are
“applied relatively rarely”. This could be partly due to difficulty of designing usable science mapping
systems, and therefore a dearth of these applications, but also due to the friction of adopting new
information retrieval tools.
To help accelerate scientific discovery, we propose SciSight, a working prototype framework for
exploratory search of the COVID-19 literature. Unlike many bibliometric tools (see Section 2),
we shift the focus from lists of papers—more useful for targeted search—to networks of biomedical
concepts and research groups, with the assumption that traversing across concepts and groups
better reflects the kind of exploratory search that we are trying to facilitate.
Building search interfaces in science is difficult not only due to the vast complexities of scientific
content and language, but also because of the social forces governing this system. Science is a
human endeavor, with complex sociological undercurrents that have tremendous effects on the
construction of knowledge [30, 32, 41, 49, 56, 62]. Just like in most fields, silos of knowledge
exist throughout the biomedical literature [34]2, hindering cross-fertilization between groups and
fields, crucial for driving innovation [27, 33]. These silos can have detrimental effects on research
advancement that can ultimately impact human lives [40]. These problems are all the more acute
when it comes to the COVID-19 pandemic and the information overload that has ensued [9].
The integral role that the social forces play in constructing scientific knowledge is one of the
reasons we think it is critical to leverage the underlying social structure of the research
endeavor to bridge groups and disciplines, potentially facilitating new collaborations and dis-
covery of methods, problems and directions other scientists are working on. We aim to incorporate
the underlying social structure into the design interface, to help researchers make connections
to other groups, methods and ideas in the literature. Unlike most bibliographic visualizations, we
focus on groups and their connections, and integrate this social graph with exploratory faceted
search. On a macro level, we hope our approach will help organize COVID-19 research efforts,
potentially reducing the amount of redundant work and accelerating collaboration and discovery.
Our main contributions:
• We present SciSight, a working prototype system for exploratory search and visualization of
COVID-19 scientific literature and collaboration networks. We construct a novel visualization
of research groups and links between them. We employ hierarchical overlapping community
detection, relaxing the common assumption in bibliometric co-authorship analysis that
2So Long to the Silos, Nature Biotech, https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt.3544
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authors belong to one group alone. We present several approaches to build meta-edges
capturing topical and social affinities between clusters, and search for groups based on their
centrality along both types of edges.
• We review existing work for bibliometric exploration and visualization, including new tools
for COVID-19, and discuss the landscape of tools available to researchers. We conduct
formative interviews and preliminary user studies with researchers and medical practitioners
to discuss their information gathering needs, and find that SciSight is able to complement
standard search and help discover new directions and knowledge.
• Finally, we report some initial findings on properties of the research group network, and
demonstrate its use in finding potential bridges between communities.
2 RELATEDWORK
The field of bibliometric visualization goes back decades [8], with a large and diverse body of work.
Recently, there has been a burst of activity in response to COVID-19. In this section, we begin with
a review of search and visualization tools sprouting up recently in the midst of COVID-19 literature
and then discuss how this research relates to the broader work in this area.
2.1 COVID-19 literature search and visualization tools
In the first few months of the COVID-19 crisis, companies and research institutions released a
flurry of literature search tools. The vast majority of them featured academic search interfaces
focusing on finding relevant papers. Here, we focus on a subset of prominent tools more closely
related to our work, focused on faceted search and visualization.3
Faceted search Many of the COVID-19 search tools we reviewed included standard faceted
search [23, 54, 67] functionality, enabling users to first submit a query and then filter the retrieved
papers according to various facets. In a search tool from Microsoft Azure [42], users search for
papers with a standard query (e.g., “covid-19 ebola”), and are able to filter papers by various facets
(such as by certain authors or gene mentions). For a given query, semantically similar terms are
suggested as additional queries.
In addition to Microsoft’s faceted search, other similar services include IBM Watson’s COVID-19
Navigator [28], Elsevier’s Coronavirus Research Repository [16], the National Institutes of Health’s
(NIH) LitCovid [43], and Berkeley’s Covid Scholar [5]. These search platforms all focus directly
on retrieving relevant papers, with lists of paper titles and abstracts as the most prominent and
visible feature (see Figure 1). The various services differ mainly by what facets are included. For
example, IBM’s COVID-19 Navigator allows users to filter papers according to the UMLS biomedical
concepts [7] they contain and by publication year. Elsevier’s search allows filtering by facets such
as high-level paper topics, journals, and authors’ organization. The NIH’s LitCovid includes as
facets the authors’ countries, journals and chemicals, and categorizes papers into high-level themes
such as transmission, mechanism or treatment. Finally, Berkeley’s Covid Scholar allows for rich
query syntax and integrates data from various sources and supports filtering by tags including the
NIH’s high-level categories.
Concept associations A small number of tools focus on fine-grained concept relations and
associations (Figure 2). The semantic visualization tool by Brandies [10] feeds a COVID-19 knowl-
edge graph automatically extracted by the Blender Lab [60] at the University of Illinois (UIUC),
into Kibana [44], a data visualization dashboard product. This tool displays interactions between
genes, chemicals and diseases in matrix form, with color-coding reflecting occurrence frequency.
Accessing papers mentioning two interacting concepts in context is not possible. Word clouds
3For a comprehensive list, see https://cord-19.apps.allenai.org/
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Fig. 1. COVID-19 faceted search interfaces, focusing on papers. From upper left, clockwise: Screenshots of
search tools from Microsoft[42], IBM[28], Elsevier[16], NIH[43], Berkeley[5].
Fig. 2. COVID-19 entity interaction tools. Screenshots from WellAI [61] (left), Brandeis [10] (center) and
Microsoft Azure [42] (right).
displaying frequent chemicals and genes are shown, and a structured query search bar based on
the Kibana syntax allows users with sufficient system knowledge to query the data. A tool not
requiring specialized search syntax is WellAI’s [61] exploratory search over biomedical concepts
and associations. Once a concept is selected, new suggested concepts appear, along with a bar
indicating association strength. Clicking a concept allows users to see a list of relevant papers.
A very recent tool from [11] shows clusters of high-level topics extracted with Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [6], and allows search for sub-topics within clusters and seeing relevant papers.
Author graph visualization In Microsoft Azure’s search tool discussed above, users can first
enter a search query, and then go to a graph view showing various facets and edges between them.
As seen in Figure 2, one graph shows author nodes with directed edges between them, with all
edges equally weighted. Double clicking a node adds it as a search term, to further filter papers
(which can be viewed upon returning to the document search page).
2.2 Bibliometric visualization
Visualizations of the scientific literature can take many shapes and forms, with the aim of depicting
the connections between fields, topics, authors, and, most commonly, papers [4]. While much
research has been done in this field over the years, actual tools that are readily available primarily
focus on visualization of citation-based graphs between papers, authors or topics [45, 52, 55] and
require
4
Very recently, such tools have seen initial use in visualizing certain aspects of the COVID-19
literature, such as journal networks and heat maps of frequently occurring terms [21]. However,
many tools require training before being able to be used, and state of the art bibliometric mapping
is currently considered “complex and unwieldy” [4]. Importantly, general adoption by researchers
is fairly low, potentially because the typical user “does not immediately comprehend a map and (as
a result) is not enticed into using it” [13].
In this work, we attempt to improve on current designs for presenting bibliographic information
in a search interface. As our key interest is in presenting graphs of research groups in addition to
finer-grained entities, we center our review of tools around this area.
Fig. 3. VOSviewer with COVID-19 paper metadata.
Node colors represent clusters extracted automatically
from the co-authorship graph.
Most bibliometric visualization tools and
approaches touch on author relations, and in
particular author co-citation or co-authorship
network [45, 52, 55, 65]. A nearly ubiquitous
feature in these frameworks is the display of
individual authors and links between them.
While this rich information could in theory be
useful, in practice it often renders the visual-
ization inscrutable, especially for real-world
networks comprising many authors. Tools in
this area often allow users to cluster nodes
with community detection algorithms and col-
oring authors accordingly (see Figure 3), how-
ever this typically contributes little in terms
of helping users understand and navigate the
data. This problem is especially acute when
the goal is to enable discovery of new groups and areas, with unfamiliar individual author names.
As a representative example, we briefly review VOSviewer [55], a popular bibliometric visu-
alization tool supporting network visualizations including author clustering. While VOSviewer
does not offer an interface dedicated to COVID-19, we download COVID-19 paper metadata from
Elsevier’s Scopus [16], and then upload to the VOSviewer co-authorship graph visualizer in its
supported data format. Figure 3 shows the results. Nodes represent authors, edges represent a
co-authorship relation, and colors denote author clusters obtained with community detection (in
this case resulting in 13 clusters). While paper metadata was loaded into the tool, the tool did
not support searching for specific keywords or author affiliations, or viewing relevant papers and
metadata. We observed similar features in other free and commercial tools [45, 52, 65].
Aside from existing tools, a large body of research in human-computer interaction (HCI), infor-
mation visualization and information retrieval has addressed various problems in the bibliometric
sphere, often as a test-case for navigating documents and topics due to their generality beyond the
bibliographic domain [14, 20, 29]. In [14] users can gradually explore research areas by viewing
papers in the neighborhood of a seed paper, and manually label papers into color-coded groups.
Focusing on searching and visualizing scientific communities, [3] presents the results of PubMed
queries as a network diagram, with color-coded nodes representing individual authors, topics,
institutions and papers, and investigates the utility of this information with user studies. Studying
the history of HCI conferences, [25] presents a large number of bibliometric visualizations including
a hybrid matrix network representation [24] for co-authorship groups, showing individual author
links within and between each matrix; this work does not display topic labels. In [1], groups of
authors are heuristically created based on last authors of papers, and then visualized as special
nodes connected to author nodes. Searching for topics and exploring associations is not supported.
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Summary In this section, we review bibliometric search and visualization tools and research,
including new tools for COVID-19. As expected, we find that a key focus of existing work is on
search interfaces for papers, and separately for visualizing graphs of topics, authors, or papers.
In the next section, we describe SciSight in light of this work, with the aim of combining faceted
navigation and research group detection for exploratory scientific search.
3 SCISIGHT: SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section we present an overview of our prototype and its three distinct contributions. We
motivate each one by discussing researcher needs that emerged in preliminary formative interviews,
in addition to insights from existing systems reviewed in Section 2. We illustrate SciSight’s features
and exploratory potential with the following illustrative example:
Marc is a researcher interested in exploring areas related to Chloroquine, an anti-malarial drug
that has been re-purposed for COVID-19 patients but has been surrounded with various controversies
[53]. In particular, Marc wants to find connections between Chloroquine and other drugs and diseases,
and to understand how these various entitites are interconnected in order to explore other candidate
drugs and potential side-effects. Marc is familiar with the field and its main papers, but the amount of
related work is overwhelming with a litany of drugs and diseases. Making things worse, knowing that
Chloroquine is not a new type of medication, Marc wants to examine connections made across many
years of research and not just recent research.
3.1 Collocation explorer
Users of SciSight can search for a term/concept of interest, or get suggestions based on important
COVID-19 topics. Searching for a term displays a network of top related terms mined from the
corpus, based on term collocation counts across the corpus (co-appearance in the same sentence).
Importantly, as seen in Figure 4a, interrelations between all terms are shown (not just with the
query), presenting the user with more potential connections to explore. Entities are displayed in a
customized chord diagram [35] layout4, with edge width corresponding to collocation frequency.
Upon clicking an edge, a list of papers in which collocations occurred is shown.
Continuing our example, Marc the researcher can search for Chloroquine and see its network of
associations, such as its potential connection to liver damage, or its connection to other drugs such
as the anti-viral drug Ribavirin. Marc can navigate the graph by clicking nodes to further explore
new associations (e.g., clicking liver damage to potentially discover more related drugs and diseases).
Navigation is known to help facilitate exploration [29], such as when users do not have a pinpointed
query in mind [63].
Entity extraction and selection To extract entities we use S2ORC-BERT [39], a language
model pre-trained on a large corpus of scientific papers. This language model is fine-tuned5 on
two separate biomedical named entity recognition (NER) tasks (BC5CDR [37] and JNLPBA [31]),
enabling us to extract spans of text corresponding to proteins, genes, cells, drugs, and diseases from
across the corpus. We extract entities only from titles and abstracts of papers to reduce noise and
focus on the more salient entities in each paper. We present only entities collocated at least twice
in total with other entities.
4Implemented in d3, https://www.d3-graph-gallery.com/chord
5See experiment configuration https://github.com/allenai/scibert/blob/master/scripts/exp.py.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 4. (a) Collocation explorer: corpus-wide associations between biomedical entities, such as drugs and
conditions. Highlighted in the figure is the connection between Chloroquine and liver injury. (b) Exploratory
search of connections between patient characteristics and interventions. Papers and authors working with
immunocomprimised patients and Ribavirin would be listed below the facet feature. The graph above shows
the number of papers per year with these criteria. (c) Drilling down: All our features support drilling down
to relevant papers, after the user explores different facets and converges on a query of interest.
Our choice of entities is the result of an initial round of interviews with biomedical experts,
identifying these concepts as fundamental to the study of the virus. In particular, we began by
launching a probe study focusing on proteins, genes and cellular information and conducting initial
interviews with researchers and clinicians (for more details on study participant backgrounds,
see Section 4). Participants with a more clinical orientation expressed interest in viewing the
associations between drugs and diseases, while users from a biology background wished to focus
on proteins, genes and cells. When asked whether they would prefer to have all types of entities in
one view, all participants responded with a preference for two separate graphs to avoid clutter and
reduce cognitive load.
3.2 Faceted exploratory search
Similarly to other tools, we incorporate a faceted search tool into SciSight. Our focus is on explo-
ration of topics and associations, with relevant papers displayed below the facets for users wishing
to dig deeper after refining their search – rather than being featured front and center. When search-
ing for a topic or an author, new suggestions to help refine the search are suggested based on top
co-mentions with the initial query to help prevent fixation on an initial topic and boost associative
exploration [29]. While scientists are interested in many different types of facets of papers, in our
prototype for this feature we aimed at providing one compact set of facets that can cater to a wide
range of interests but still be sufficiently granular. Based on formative interviews and a review of
biomedical concept taxonomies, we converged on three widely-used topical facets in biomedicine,
that capture characteristics of patients or the problem, interventions, and outcomes [49] (see Figure
4b), extracted automatically with text classification trained on annotated biomedical abstracts with
distant supervision [57]. In addition, other facets are available such as journal, affiliation and author.
The number of relevant publications is presented over time, possibly revealing trends for specific
facets. Users can adjust the desired time range and papers and facets displayed update accordingly.
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In our future work, we plan to explore giving the user more control on the types of facets displayed.
Having spotted a potential connection to Ribavirin, Marc searches for it under the intervention facet
to find out about related patient populations and outcomes, and to see how popular it has been over
time (see Figure 4b). A characteristic that pops-up and catches Marc’s attention is immunocompromised
patients, as he recalls a colleague recently mentioning the risk of treating such populations. He
find certain peaks of interest around points in time, and drilling down to papers published around
the year 2016 finds a paper with the following conclusion: "No consensus was found regarding the
use of oral versus inhaled RBV... such heterogeneity demonstrates the need for further studies ... in
immunocompromised hosts." Marc realizes his knowledge of this domain is lacking, and decides to
zoom out and find out what groups and labs are working on immunity and viral diseases, perhaps
discovering some familiar collaborators.
3.3 Network of science
In the course of our formative studies and interviews, participants were asked about the utility of a
tool showing the research areas for different research groups. Participants expressed the need to
see what other groups and labs are doing in a convenient and simple manner, in order to help them
collaborate, to keep track of competition and to explore new fields. For example, a virologist we
interviewed wanted to find new groups that share similar interests to a group of a leading virology
researcher, but without direct social links – no overlap of authors. Using this approach, she was
able to discover a new approach she was not familiar with (see Section 4). To support such queries
and needs, we build a visualization of groups and their ties and integrate this social graph with
exploratory faceted search. In our approach explained below, groups of authors are retrieved based
on how well they match faceted queries, while giving higher weight to groups with high centrality.
We design our tool with the following components.
3.3.1 Author groups. Unlike most bibliographic visualizations (such as those reviewed in Section
2), we do not show author-level nodes – aiming to reduce visual clutter in terms of the number of
nodes and links shown. Instead, as shown in Figure 6, we represent groups of authors as “cards” [22],
each card displaying the salient authors, affiliations and topics in that group (with information from
Microsoft Academic [50], linked to the papers from the CORD-19 corpus). Cards are color-coded
to reflect relevance to the user’s initial query – aiming to strike a balance between the relevance
and diversity of the results shown. Users may select how many groups to view, zoom in/out, click
a group and scroll down to see more detailed information with a full list of the group’s topics,
authors and papers.
To identify groups, we employ an overlapping community detection algorithm based on ego-
splitting [17] so that authors can belong to multiple groups. Our aim is to relax the assumption
typically made in bibliometric co-authorship analysis that authors belong to one group alone. In
reality, researchers can “wear many hats”, and belong to different groups depending on what topic
they work on and with whom. In our experiments we focus on authors who have had at least one
paper in the CORD dataset since the year 2017, with the aim of exploring groups recently active
in this space. We construct a co-authorship network in which links between authors represent
collaboration on a publication, weighted by the number of these publications.
We observe that the co-authorship network consists of one giant connected component, and
many much smaller separate components (see Table 1). We focus our study here only on the giant
component; smaller connected components largely represented author disambiguation errors in the
data, or authors who do not have enough of a presence in the literature to have any connections.
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Table 1. Co-Authorship Network Statistics. We observe a large network with sparse connections. The giant
component has a lower transitivity score but a higher density score than the larger network. <k>, <L> and CC
denote average degree, average path length and clustering coefficient, respectively. Density denotes the ratio
of existing edges and the number of possible edges in a complete graph; transitivity denotes the ratio existing
triangles and possible triads (vertices with two edges).
Num Nodes Num Edges <k> <L> CC Transitivity Density
Complete Network 86647 521704 12.04 - 0.89 0.65 0.0001
Giant Component 38040 335711 17.65 6.35 0.89 0.598 0.0004
We take the giant connected component of this network (38,040 nodes and 335,711 edges), and
run the community detection algorithm. Empirically we observe a small number of “super clusters”,
large communities with hundreds of authors that appear to be noisy and not densely linked, a
well-known characteristic of community structure in real-world networks [36]. We thus apply the
clustering algorithm again within any cluster with more than 120 authors to break them down
further into more tightly woven groups. This process results in 2,083 clusters. In Figure 5, we show
the distribution of cluster sizes. There are 1539 authors belonging to two groups; 2987 are in more
than one cluster, and 712 in more than two clusters.
Fig. 5. Two overlaid plots showing the number of
authors (green) and number of affiliations (ma-
genta) in clusters, respectively. We observe that a
few groups have a large diversity of affiliations.
Based on our formative interviews, we know that
a primary interest of potential users is a mix of top-
ical and social information – who is working on
what and where. To that end, we display the most
salient authors (who), affiliations (where) and topics
(what). We rank topics by their TF-IDF scores within
a cluster. For example, in a cluster where the SARS
disease topic is mentioned very frequently, we may
down-weight it if it also appears frequently across
other groups in the data. Authors and affiliations are
simply ranked by relative frequency of appearance
in a group.
We allow users to dig deeper into groups with
two further levels of resolution. First, when hover-
ing over a group with the cursor, users are shown
a tooltip box with the top 5 authors, affiliations and
topics, with full names shown. Secondly, upon click-
ing a group we show full ranked lists of these enti-
ties, in addition to the group’s papers ranked by recency (with title, abstract, journal and authors,
including a hyperlink to read the full paper; see Figure 4c).
3.3.2 Group links. We construct two types of links between groups. The first type (shown as purple
edges) represents topical affinity across groups – the interests they have in common based on
publishing on similar topics. The second type of link (shown as green edges) captures social affinity
between groups, meaning groups with many shared author relationships. By virtue of providing
both kinds of links, the tool implicitly provides suggestions for future potential collaborations or
connections, particularly when a social connection does not currently exist alongside a topical one.
Cluster Relationships To find the related topics between clusters we try two different ap-
proaches, one based on embedding their textual surface form with a language model, and another
9
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Exploratory faceted search over clusters of researchers (a) and visualizing the network of groups
and their ties with group “cards” (b). Each card has three icons denoting the top three authors, topics and
affiliations, respectively. Green edges capture social affinity (shared authors), and purple edges capture topical
affinity (interests both groups have in common).
is based on the scores provided by Microsoft Academic’s in-house knowledge graph (MAG) [50, 58]
of academic entities including topics, authors, venues and papers. We use these similarity scores to
discover relationships between topics such as epidemiology and contact tracing. This allows us to
get a better understanding of the focus of various groups.
In the first approach, we use a pre-trained language model trained to capture semantic similarity6
[47] to get vector representations of the names of topics (such as contact tracing). With each topic
represented with its embedding, we get a vector representation of groups of authors with a simple
weighted average of embeddings as follows. For each paper in a group, we extract its corresponding
MAG topics, and treat each group as “bag of topics”. We then select the top 10 topics ranked by
TF-IDF, embed each topic with the language model, and compute a TF-IDF weighted average to
obtain a group-level topic vector.
Fig. 7. Link interpretability
We also experiment with a different method, using re-
latedness scores provided by Microsoft Academic. These
scores are found using heterogeneous network embed-
ding models to extract vector representations for nodes
(such as topics), allowing to compute relatedness scores.
We standardize the scores to be between 0 and 1 and
use a TF-IDF weighted average of all pairwise distances
between the top 10 cluster topics. Empirically we find
in our initial experiments that both approaches perform
similarly in terms of finding similar clusters. We leave to
future work more rigorous comparisons.
6RoBERTa-large[38] fine-tuned on the STS and SNLI benchmarks, github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers
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Table 2. Example of a bridge we discover: A prominent biologist who is the sole author shared between two
research groups, each with different focus and collaborators.
Derek AT Cummings* Group 1 Group 2
Topics Medical microbiology
Bioinformatics
Ebola virus
Direct fluorescent antibody test
Respiratory virus
Emerging infectious disease
Polymerase chain reaction
Incubation period
Epidemiology
Computational epidemiology
Contact tracing
Data mining
Herd immunity
Seroprevalence
Influenza prevention
Attack rate
Authors Trish M. Perl
Nicholas G. Reich
Connie S. Price
Charlotte A. Gaydos
Kin On Kwok
Donald S. Burke
Vivian Wan In Wei
Isabel Rodriguez-Barraquer
Affiliations Uni. of Colorado Denver
Uni. of Massachusetts Amherst
Johns Hopkins Uni.
Uni. of Florida
The Chinese Uni. of Hong Kong
Uni. of Florida
Uni. of Hong Kong
Sungkyunkwan Uni.
* - Has appointments to Dept. of Biology, Univ. of Florida and Dept. of Epidemiology, Johns Hopkins
Table 3. Example pairs of clusters our method finds as similar (top row) and dissimilar (bottom). We show the
top salient MAG topics for each cluster (ranked by TF-IDF) – the main areas a group focuses on.
Cluster 1 Topics Cluster 2 Topics Cosine
Similarity
rna, genome, nanopore sequencing, vi-
ral evolution
human virome, rna virus, non cellular
life, rna silencing
92%
epidemiology, basic reproduction num-
ber, contact tracing, branching process
psychological intervention, basic repro-
duction number, subclinical infection,
social distance
89%
food safety, food industry, food process-
ing, hygiene
ards, extracorporeal membrane oxy-
genation, lung, pulmonary alveolar mi-
crolithiasis
11%
disease eradication, disease reservoir hematopoietic stem cell transplanta-
tion, histoplasmosis, histoplasma, lung
11%
Finding Bridges As a test case for demonstrating our framework’s ability to find gaps and
similarities across groups of researchers, we identify “bridges” between groups, potentially signi-
fying structural holes [12] in the author network. We examine groups that work on data science
(MAG topic), a highly interdisciplinary field connecting researchers from multiple domains. We
discover Derek AT Cummings, a prominent biologist and epidemiologist with appointments at two
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different universities. We find him to be a sole shared author between two different clusters: one
focusing on areas tied with virology and medical microbiology, while the other more associated
with computational epidemiology. The former group has 15 authors, and the latter has 35. We show
more details about these two clusters in Table 2. Trying to place this author (or others like him)
solely in either one of these groups may be difficult, because of his work in multiple areas and with
different collaborators. This case study points to our aim of identifying the “multiple hats” of the
same author and to make connections across groups and topics.
Similarity Evaluation In a preliminary experiment, we selected 30 random clusters and com-
puted topical affinities to other clusters. For each group we randomly sample one cluster out of
the top 3 closely related clusters, and another cluster from the bottom 50% of farthest clusters (for
network construction as shown to users, we only create links between top-most similar groups).
We randomize the results and give them to a biomedical data analyst for annotation. We find that
overall, we are able to correctly find pairs of research groups that work in similar areas with a 80%
precision. In our future work we aim to collect validation data enabling to measure both precision
and recall, to examine the rate of false negatives (missed similar clusters), too.
3.3.3 Exploratory search. Users can search topics, affiliations, or authors (obtained from Microsoft
Academic Graph (MAG) [50] in disambiguated form). We rank topics shown to users based on
global TF-IDF scores. As in standard faceted search, queries across facets are conjunctive (e.g., gene
sequencing AND University of Washington), and queries within facets are disjunctive (e.g., gene
sequencing OR bioassays).
Each query consists of a selection of one or more components in the search interface. This
selection automatically reveals new suggested metadata that is frequently associated with the
original query, suggesting additional groups and topics to explore. For example, a virologist may
be interested in searching for groups connected to the University of Oxford. When searching for
Oxford, the Ebola virus topic moves up the list of associated concepts. The scientist can select it to
further refine the search. Alternatively, the researcher may decide to pivot away from Oxford by
removing that affiliation and shifting their focus around Ebola.
The problem of finding relevant communities to a query has been explored to a certain extent
under the rubric of community search [18, 51], in which given a graph G and a set of query nodes
in the graph, the objective is to find a subgraph of G that contains the query nodes and is also
densely connected. The problem of community search in heterogeneous networks has only recently
been explored [18], and only for one query node. In addition, in our setting we aim to retrieve
high-relevance groups, with ranked topics, authors and affiliations. While we leave to future work
the development of new approaches for this novel setting, in our preliminary experiments we
retrieve relevant results for a user’s query with two simple approaches. In the first, we simply
compute the overlap between query facets q and the top-K salient facets f for each group of
authors, and rank groups by normalized overlap size | {q:q∈f } ||f | . In the second approach, we compute
weighted PageRank scores [66] over a graph with meta-nodes representing groups of authors, and
meta-edges constructed as described earlier in this section. We do so separately for both types of
edges: one for topical affinity, and the other for social proximity. At query time, we compute the
average of these two scores and the facet overlap score.
4 INFORMAL USER STUDIES AND FINDINGS
We conduct preliminary user studies with four researchers and one practitioner directly involved
in COVID-19. One researcher (P1) is a research scientist in virology, whose work also studies the
Zika virus; a second researcher (P2) is a postdoctoral fellow in the area of virology, working on
viral infections and human antibody responses, and the third (P3) is a postdoctoral fellow and MD
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working primarily in Oncology. A fourth participant (P4), medical professional and PharmD who
has been working with patients and answering pharmacological questions related to COVID-19
treatment that require regular research into both cutting-edge and historical literature. Finally, we
interview a researcher (P5) working on viral diseases and proteins.
Below we summarize and discuss the main observations and themes that arose in our formative
studies. More extensive user studies are planned in the near future.
All participants used the system actively, searching for terms, topics and groups while following
a think-aloud protocol in an hour-long session. A member of the research team answered user
questions, and asked them to explain their statements (such as why a specific relation or group
is interesting to explore). In addition, participants were asked what kind of information they are
generally interested in, how they use standard search engines and what issues they face, and for
feedback on the utility of certain features (such as group exploration).
Exploratory tools to complement search All users mentioned the need for intuitive tools that
can support exploratory needs unanswered by most search engines. P4 discussed the problem of
answering patient questions under uncertainty and lack of familiarity with the emerging COVID-19
knowledge that is constantly evolving. “I am frequently asked my clinical opinion on combinations
of medication therapies that, until about three weeks ago, were virtually unheard of.” In such cases,
questions from healthcare facilities and patients “are often vague, such as ‘what are the latest
recommendations for medication management?’ ” As a result, P4 frequently “needs to look into
research”, but this is difficult with standard search engines “when you don’t know what you don’t
know.” Participants mentioned that viewing associations between fine-grained facets helps them
explore in a way that can mitigate these issues (“PubMed search doesn’t show associated terms,
standard keyword search won’t work well for finding related concepts” (P4), “nice to have such a
tool to complement the usual search engines we use in our field” (P3)). P3, an MD and researcher,
discussed the utility of presenting information “in the form of concepts and links between them” as
an “intuitive and convenient way to look into research, that also dovetails with how we think as
medical professionals.” Users also highlighted the need for a user-friendly interface, mentioning
that SciSight’s representation of groups is intuitive (P3), that it has “capabilities beyond the search
engine I currently use” (P4), and that the “web interface is easier to work with” than other common
tools (P1), by allowing to explore concepts and dig deeper into papers when relevant.
Finding new groups and directions As part of our formative studies in the process of develop-
ing SciSight, we gauged user interest in a visualization that highlights groups of researchers—what
they work on and how they are connected— rather than just individual researchers. Participants
raised various ways in which they would use such a feature: Finding unknown labs or groups
working on similar topics as potential competitors or collaborators (P2), exploring around known
groups to find related groups and directions (P2), understanding what various groups are working
on and how relevant they are (P1, P4), and unveiling connections to other groups to explore
potential conflicts of interest (P4). P1 said this tool would be “useful for the entire field in general,”
giving an example of a lab [notice group association] that uses assays to identify which proteins
antibodies bind to in order to to neutralize HIV, and connecting to other groups working on serum
utilization for SARS to potentially collaborate and combine efforts.
To test our tool after our initial round of interviews, we conducted a follow-up study with P2.
Prior to the session, we asked the participant to think of groups of researchers or areas she’d like
to explore. A primary area of focus of P2 is around HIV; when searching for this topic in SciSight,
P2 found new groups that seemed interesting to explore (based on topics and paper titles) in the
first attempt.
Searching for a coronavirus-related gene, P2 was able to discover several groups of authors and
papers that were new: “I was able to find a new perspective on the subject that I would not have
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found otherwise”. By finding groups that shared strong topical interests but had no strong social
overlap, the participant navigated to an unknown group of Chinese authors that published a paper
about virus evolution in a local journal P2 was not aware of. “I would not have come across this
journal and paper otherwise, and it’s a very different approach. I should definitely read this.”
Finally, when searching for a prominent scientist in this field, several connected research groups
emerged. Based on P2’s interest in epitopes on the SARS-CoV-2 virus Spike protein, the participant
found another group associated with the same author, connected via topical affinity with shared
focus on epitopes. Selecting the group and examining papers, P2 found a recent paper [68] with a
new direction, and was “curious in to see other related papers in this group.”
Discovering unknown associations In the course of P2’s exploratory session, P2 expressed
interest in studying in-depth a certain antibody (CR3022) and its associations. With minimal guid-
ance from a member of the research group, the participant searched for the antibody with SciSight’s
collocation feature, finding “very relevant associations” and also “two potentially surprising and
interesting publications. I’m going to look into those papers.” P1 found that that this interactive
view of the data “opened up the doors,” and P4 mentioned the tool can “reveal connections that
publications are starting to make.”
As an example, P1 searched for cells associated with a type of cytopathic effect and found a
specific cell line (Calu-3, a human lung cancer cell line), which led to “spotting an interferon with
relevant and interesting studies, very useful.” This pattern exemplifies the merit of associative
browsing and discovery, where navigating around an area of interest in an intuitive manner can
lead to new insights [29, 63].
By “starting with keywords which I know are relevant” and exploring associated entities, P4
“learned that Disulfiram had been studied in-vitro to fight the virus,” a connection the participant
considered an “unknown unknown”. As a related example that demonstrates the potential value of
connecting both new and older research, after one round of associative browsing, P4 discovered a
relation between broad-spectrum antivirals and the MERS coronavirus, which provided a “new
idea” that is “strongly relevant”. P5, a viral protein researcher, was able to find specific associations
considered new and interesting (such as between the TNF inflammatory cytokine and ERK1/2, a
type of protein kinase, considered relevant to P5’s interest in cytokine profiles and their correlation
with disease severity).
Limitations: more information and features Finally, we also discuss some potential en-
hancements that emerged as part of our formative studies. Users suggested that user-inputted
concepts be collected and combined with existing concepts/terms on-the-fly if they don’t yet exist
in SciSight (P1, P4), and that users should be able to remove edges considered not relevant (P1),
and collapse/combine synonymous nodes (P1). P3 and P4 suggested to enable ranking associations
by “measures of novelty” to allow users to focus on potentially more emergent knowledge, while
P1 was concerned about losing valuable information from previous studies.
All users expressed interest in seeing many more types of specific entities and also finer-grained
relations, but also having the ability to control which ones are shown together. For example, P4
was interested in seeing relations indicating risk factors, and exploring facets such as metabolizer
enzymes, patient weight and metabolic speed, drug dosages and their effects, study sizes, and
more. P3 was more interested in specific viruses, human cells, in-vitro cultures, vaccines, epitopes
and mutation machinery, and finding specific techniques and approaches. The diverse interests of
experts presents a significant challenge for building systems serving an interdisciplinary user base
while maintaining a user-friendly interface, which we plan to explore in our future work.
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5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented our ongoing work on SciSight, a framework for scientific literature
search and exploration. The design of SciSight is informed through a set of formative interviews,
as well as a review of existing bibliometric tools. We demonstrate SciSight’s use on a large corpus
of papers related to the COVID-19 pandemic and previous coronaviruses. Users find that SciSight
facilitates connections between related research groups and biomedical concepts in ways different
than targeted search.
We use specialized language models to extract fine-grained entities such as proteins, drugs
and diseases, and a hierarchical overlapping community detection approach for automatically
identifying groups of researchers. Unlike previous work on co-authorship visualization, we display
group “cards” rather than individual author nodes, with the aim of providing a more abstract notion
of research collaborations (and potentially reducing clutter in terms of the number of nodes shown).
We also introduce a novel link scheme capturing topical and social affinities between communities,
designed to identify socially disjoint groups working on similar topics. We evaluate our affinity
scores with annotations from a biomedical domain expert, finding them to have high precision,
and present some initial findings on properties of the research group network.
Preliminary user interviews with scientists and medical professionals suggest that SciSight is
able to complement standard search and may pave new research directions. In near-term future
work, we plan to conduct extensive user studies with domain experts to validate SciSight and better
understand its potential and limitations.
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